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• 100s years ago: precision navigation by very 

few people (sea captains...)

• Early 1900, military by army commanders, by 

aircraft pilots as well as seafarers.

• 1980s, GPS, rapid proliferation of navigation 

systems for all manner of military operations…

• 1990s, …and eventually civil operations. First 

used by rental car, bus and rail fleets, and 

then by private cars, boaters, …and 

individuals

• Today, billions of users, millions of 

applications

Satellite Based PNT indispensable 

part of warfare

Satellite Based PNT key element of 

civilian infrastructure, … to include 

Aviation

GNSS Interference
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GPS jamming by North Korea

In 2012 North Korea attacked South Korea with a massive GPS jamming

campaign. The jamming began in late April and continued for over two weeks. It

took less than a day to confirm that the signal was coming from North Korea

and was mainly aimed at the South Korean capital (Seoul). The jamming had

little impact inside the city itself (the ground based jamming signal was blocked

by buildings and hills) and was only noted by several hundred aircraft landing or

taking off from local airports and over a hundred ships operating off the coast.

In all these cases the ships and aircraft had backup navigation systems, which

were switched on when GPS became unreliable. The 2012 incident was the

third time North Korea has used GPS jamming against South Korea. For most

of March, 2011, North Korea directed a GPS jamming signal across the border

towards Seoul. A separate jammer has been directed at cell phone traffic. The

GPS jamming signal could be detected up to a hundred kilometers south of the
DMZ

GNSS interference – “worldwide and 

maritime”

A year-long project aboard a commercial cargo ship

collected tens of thousands of snapshots of radio-

frequency interference in the GNSS band on a passage

from Spain to Korea and back. Most interference was

detected in busy port areas, less interference while

transiting along coasts, and while least frequent,

interference was still found in the open ocean.

“Interference awareness and characterization for GNSS

maritime applications,” 2018 IEEE/ION Position, Location

and Navigation Symposium (PLANS), Monterey, CA, 2018

GNSS Interference/Jamming: every day, everywhere

GNSS Interference
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Over reliance and critical operations dependencies on GNSS

Not just an Aviation problem

• Reliance on PNT 

• Satellite Navigation Default Navigation System

• Increased Dependence on specific applications for Maximum Accuracy

• Time Synchronization

• Lack of NAVWAR Integration/Consideration

DEPENDENCE

• Weak/Low Power GPS/GNSS Signal Facilitates Jamming 

Effectiveness

• Jamming Technology -vs- Cost Modest but Effective

• 30+ Countries Actively Developing GPS/GNSS Jammers

• GPS/GNSS Jammers can appear Anywhere and without warning

• Proliferation of Technology and Methodology will Continue

SUSCEPTIBILITY

The GPS/GNSS interference/jamming

problem in a nutshell:

A lightbulb at +/- 20 000 km from Earth

GNSS Interference
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NAVigation WARfare: military actions and technical measures to 

1. Prevent hostile access/use

2. Preserve friendly access/use

3. Protect peaceful access/use

of PNT information 

• PNT is a fundamental enabler for synchronized operational maneuver, assured command 
and control, and effective weapons and sensor employment

- PNT superiority whenever and wherever needed

• PNT superiority supports military (and civil operations) at a given time and place without 
prohibitive interference by an opposing force

• Requirements, Specifications, Capabilities, Training…

- GNSS is a sensor, among others

- or GNSS(s) are sensors, among others

Opposing
Forces

Our
Forces

Opposing
Forces

Civil Users

Military Approach: NAVWAR or the « 3 Ps »

GNSS Interference
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• Detection, localization and notification/reporting

- Official complaints, official procedures,…

• Requirements and Specifications

- robustness, resilience, and security

- coherence (PNT in surveillance, augmentations…)

• Performance Based

- real one, not the box/AMC one

- new technology and architecture: « system of systems » or 

« echo-systems », Alt-PNT…

- GNSS = one sensor

• Combined and coordinated approach

- ground and air

• Education and training

• Certification: objective is not the certification for the sake of 

certification…

• … and of course: there is nothing for nothing…(€/$/£…)

Don’t throw Satellite Navigation or GNSS out with the bathwater (yet)

GNSS Interference


